Notice

This notice is with reference to the advertisement Published on 9th January, 2012 in the Supplement edition “Education Times” of the news paper Times of India, which is an announcement of a course “Post Graduate Diploma in Financial Planning” offered by Centre for Rural & Cryogenic Technology (CRCT) in collaboration with International College of Financial Planning.

Because of affiliation of CRCT by the University, the brand name Of Jadavpur University is used in such a way that we are getting several queries on the course from the aspiring students.

It is for information to all concerned that the course is not approved By the University nor it will offer degree/diploma for the above course.

It may further be mentioned that the information on courses offered by Jadavpur University will be available from the official website of the University: www.jaduniv.edu.in

Students availing any course in the name of the University must ensure about the course before admission to avoid any misleading information from the nature of advertisement.

Registrar